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From the Director
This modest catalog is a milestone of sorts, representing the first
graduating class of our MFA in Photography program at The Art
Institute of Boston at Lesley University. From the beginning, we have
designed our program as a collaborative adventure, inventing a new
model for MFA programs in Photography. We were fully cognizant,
from the first development meetings in 2009, that our cherished
medium was undergoing significant and rapid change. Rather than
become another traditional MFA, we made a decision to lead the way
into what is becoming the new photography, how it is taught, how
it is practiced, and what it represents.
We are squarely at a crossroads in the evolution of the medium
and have had a rare opportunity to design and build an MFA in
Photography program from the ground up. We designed it to
emphasize hand-made and concept-driven photography. The
scaffolding of our program is built upon art-making, photographic
and cultural history, critical studies, and the fluid integration of
contemporary media with traditional and alternative photographic
practice. We continue to hold fast to the truth that photography
is unique among the visual arts in its ability to successfully merge
new technologies and traditional personal artistic influences. It is,
more than any other form of visual expression, the ideal nexus of art
and culture.
Our first graduating class, who entered in the fall of 2011, has set
a standard for the ones that follow and represent us well. I am
extraordinarily proud of them and so grateful that they have helped
define our program’s path and make this dream come true.

Christopher James
University Professor
Director MFA Program in Photography
The Art Institute of Boston at Lesley University
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David Hyams
Sometimes the words jam, meanings knot, and
significance can only be communicated with a dazed
look or an unwavering stare. “Photography is my
passion. The search for truth is my obsession.” This
statement is so clean and concise that one can’t
help but strive towards this ideal. It has never been
that easy for me, as photography is both my passion
and my obsession, without the clean differentiation
that Alfred Stieglitz so eloquently posed. My work,
like the medium, is not clean, and I often wear its
physical mark as a reminder. At what degree do
passion and obsession collide? Who classifies the
behavior — the artist, the critic, or the viewer?
Passion is extroverted and easily shared with others;
obsession is introverted and leads to isolation. We
reflect this difference when we speak of a “range”

of passion but an “object” of obsessive desire. I am
interested in the realm between the well-defined
concepts of passion and obsession, and that gray
area is where my work resides both in method
and in madness. I struggle with both the technical
and conceptual aspects of the medium, and it has
become a ritual that is both painful and joyful. My
obsession with photography leads to instability in
other aspects of my life. I funnel this instability into
my work to try to re-establish balance and build a
better understanding of myself. The work is both a
visual trace of my journey towards balance, and the
physical manifestation of being an artist who is both
passionate and obsessed, completely addicted to the
physical relationship of creating with his hands.

busy hands
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Angelina Kidd
Imagining the Unknown
It is true that there is no scientific proof of life after
life and of the human soul. However, I believe there
is a soul and it is energy recognized as light. Our
lifetime is a mere pulse versus the evolution of earth.
We are connected to the cosmos with the very
calcium in our bones and the iron in our blood from
stars that died thirteen billion years ago. The earthly
body is separate from the soul and it is possible that
our light energy returns to the cosmos. Energy will
not cease to exist, as it cannot be destroyed based
on Laws of Thermodynamics. Therefore if the soul is
light energy then it does not disappear and is instead
transformed.

When my great-grandmother died, I was not old
enough to fully understand her passing. Through
imagination or the unknown, like accounts of neardeath experience, my great-grandmother visited me
daily. Her presence comforted me when no one else
could. In a similar way, my mother still lives on within
me and will never grow old. Twenty-three years
ago, my mother’s life was transformed by cancer.
As I approach the same age of her departure, I am
constantly aware of my own existence and this is
why the investigation into the unknown is relevant.
The afterlife is not solely about light energy,
reincarnation, or cosmic travel; as long as we
are able to remember, the souls of the departed
continue. Each of us will live on through the living.
The belief of the afterlife can be traced to prehistoric
times. The ancient Egyptians prepared for life after
death, as did China’s Emperor Qin with his Terracotta
Army. It suggests a natural human state to believe in
life after life. What we know for sure is that death is
inevitable and an equalizer. Life is fragile and short,
and grief is inherent with the loss of a loved one.
With my light constructions, I do not seek to exploit
this emotion but rather to provide a visual salve
for my viewer to consider that after death, life will
be unknown. Through allegory and visual parables
that both children and adults can relate to, I ask my
viewer to return to that sliver of time in childhood
when you believed anything was possible, even life
after life.

Holding up crow
S w immi n g r ay s
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Tommy Matthews
The Black in Me
Driving through the desert that night I found it
easy to relate to those who once believed the world
was flat. My car and I were headed to the edge of
the earth, and then what? The idea was bracing.
The unknown.

void, and the galaxy was my guide, sitting on
my shoulders were the words, “le baptême de la
solitude” the Baptism of Solitude. Is this what Paul
Bowles had meant when he said, “Existing in the
midst of something is the absolute”?

“Highway 50, The Loneliest Road in America” the
sign said, and indeed I felt alone. I had not seen
another car for some time, and as I crossed the gut
of Nevada the stars were all I had to call company.

The stars seemed to move though me as I passed
them and I felt pulled in a current of the cosmos.
This sensation tugged at me causing my brain to
grow incongruous with my body. Unsure I took my
foot off the pedal. An abandoned inertia caused
the car to float freely until no momentum was left.
I turned off the engine, and tried to step outside but
the ground eluded me. Falling, a dread arose in the
midst of my epiphany. Around me the stars began to
blink out, as I witnessed the infinite become finite.
No… don’t leave me alone here I thought till the
black was all that was and I disappeared.

Earlier I had felt strange driving in the light of day;
eeriness had been tailing me and I welcomed the flat
black of night. Where was I headed? I had known
when I began but in the dregs of the day’s heat I
was discombobulated and lazy in my calculations. It
would come back — I did this at times and thus far
the details always returned. My doctor referred to
them as the dreaded ‘W’s’: what, where, why, when
and whom? I did not want to waste this mood of
mine on remembering particulars I already knew.
Amazingly, the road had no twists or turns, and
gradually the night became more opaque. In
response the stars grew livelier. The electric lights of
my car blazed impossibly bright, so much so I felt
nauseated. I turned them off.
Ahhhhh…. and what a place this was. No longer
was I an alien in this land but a star amongst stars.
I was moving through space and time, but I felt
different. I was traveling inward now, to some

s p l i n te r s l ee p
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I woke to a blinding blue sky. Standing up I felt hazy.
I had been lying alone in the middle of the loneliest
road in America. I walked to the front of my car.
The bumper and grill was decorated with bleeding
and broken pieces of jackrabbits. What the fuck had
happened? Then I remembered driving through the
blackness and realized that I had been slaying them
throughout the whole spell. What a cost it had been.
They were mutilated pieces of fur and it smelled of
electric flesh. I felt impossibly responsible and alone.
Something was surely wrong with me.

Plat i n u m Pr i n t & M i x e d M e d i a
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Cotton Miller
Our entire lives we spend counting; Counting up and
counting down. The good things we count down
to, and the bad things always seem insurmountable.
When we are young, we think more is almost always
better. As we get older in age and experience we
begin to realize less is almost always more. Counting
isn’t always about quantifying; it’s about identifying
patterns. Counting is an attempt to find order or
structure to gain understanding about the thing being
counted.

U n tit l e d Fi l m S ti l l
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Four years ago I was diagnosed with Multiple
Sclerosis, a demyelinating autoimmune disease that
has no test that would result in a positive diagnosis,
and no cure. The process for diagnosis requires
a barrage of testing; blood work, MRIs, lumbar
punctures, and 24-hr EEGs over a long period of time.
Even now that my diagnosis has been confirmed and
treatment begun, counting is still part of my daily
existence. I have to keep track of daily injections,
doctor’s appointments, and symptoms. Symptoms
that come and go, but never entirely leave.
Since the diagnostic confirmation of my future life
with MS I have been adjusting to a new life… a “new
normal.” This physical and psychological recalibration
has been complicated but a necessity in order to
move forward and to survive. In the process, I have
become the analyst as well as the patient. With this
disease, my brain and body will eventually betray
me, while my mind will speak with a new voice and
source of creative inspiration.
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Matt Miller
We are constantly trying to create an uncontaminated and
sanitary environment to live in because it is the belief that a
clean environment promotes healthy lives. And because of this,
no more do we have to worry about the diseases that afflicted
our ancestors. But the immune system evolved to fight and gain
strength from the exposure to bacteria and pathogens. And with
our new affinity for trying to purify our environment, how does
the immune system respond?
In the developed world, where there is an extreme tendency
toward cleanliness, there has been a significant rise in chronic
diseases. However these conditions are not seen with the same
frequency in developing nations. The Hygiene Hypothesis states
that the relatively sterile world we have created does not provide
our immune system the proper development. And this produces
an improperly functioning system, making us more susceptible to
autoimmune diseases.

t u es d ay
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So when I was diagnosed with a chronic disease, I questioned why
the body would fail and turn upon it self. Why would my immune
system be so misguided? But ultimately, it doesn’t matter why this
happened to me, I have to deal with the here and now. I must
plan, schedule, and monitor. I have to manage. Barriers arise with
family and friends as I am forced into these necessary patterns.
My methodical approach to participating in events creates a
distance from others and leaves me with a sense of separation.
And through this systematic approach to life there is a created
isolation that I endure.
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Lindsay Rogers
My idea of home was uprooted at the age of six
with the dissolution of my parents’ marriage. From
that point on I lived packed in constant travel
between separated households. Fifteen years later
our original house was lost to foreclosure and my
already confused relationship with domesticity was
further complicated. As an adult I feel the need to
create a stable domestic environment but there is
a simultaneous unease in home-making amidst the
persistent potential for dysfunction and loss.
The discomfort I feel in the domestic manifests
in the form of strange imaginings in which
the structure of the house and its contents are
subverted, no longer a place of security but a prison
I cannot break out of. I am in a house that initially
looks inviting and comfortable but quickly becomes
uncomfortable, dark and impossible to navigate.
The chairs I sit on fall through, the doors can’t be
opened, and staircases end with no destination.
My mind creates scenarios in which the home quite
literally fails, a representation of the fragility of the
relationships within.

My work is a visual realization of the domestic
failures I imagine. The anxiety I feel about the
home is played out through constructed imagery.
The comfortable becomes uncomfortable and the
spaces and the objects within them fail to serve their
utilitarian purpose. From this perspective the images
can reach a level of tension that is not always overt.
When at first nothing looks amiss, it is all the more
frightening to discover that something is wrong.
After all, dysfunction in most domestic relationships
is brushed under the rug until someone trips.

fro m t h e s e r i e s : D o mesti c D y s f u n c ti o n
Untitled
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Arista Slater
Sandoval
Communication is always delicate, and too broad of
an idea to meander through without subjective intent.
In an effort to articulate the sincerity of my thoughts
I return to past interactions with love. Contained
in intimate relations is a veracity of experience, not
fundamentally good or bad, but factual. Informed by
past relations, my lover and I tell one another what is
necessary to know as a preventative method against
miscommunication. It is in my nature to confess the
thoughts behind my actions and provide explanations
for what we call “knee jerk” reactions, emotional soft
spots conditioned into habit as a result of previous

relationships. My work presents itself as an alternate
venue for the impulse to confess, giving what is
necessary with images and objects when words fail.
In the use of personal narrative an artist is free to
fabricate and remain truthful as they see fit. Effort
is in the message and leading the pull is a search
for translation of emotions inflicting the heart with
intimate desires. Confession is not necessarily a
straightforward admission of love-filled neurosis,
but a capitalization on personal experiences and
proclivities to create a vocabulary for communicating
a language meant for only one person.

I n Lie u O f
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Through my work and references from 20th century
art and literature I support the impulse of the artist
to articulate personal afflictions and desires of love
through art; how the draw to create and retell
personal history through that creation is inseparable
and essential to human expression. But more than
just expression, a sharing of individual experiences
expands empathy and as a result we become more
articulate in languages of intimacy.

i m a g e t ra n s f e r o n t o m at t r e s s fabr i c , wa x , s t i t c h i n g , 5 2 ” x 7 4 ”
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Nikki Segarra
For many years I was unable to board boats or to
cross bridges without a sense of panic. A debilitating
fear of water was bound to me seemingly without
any rhyme or reason. Just the image of deep
waters was enough to induce palpitating anxiety.
There have been no traumas, nothing rooted in my
immediate past that I could link as the cause of this
phobia. What was I to think when I would eventually
learn that my mother was troubled by the same,
seemingly baseless fear? Perhaps our shared anxiety
was a coincidence. Or perhaps it was no more than
a learned behavior. But, what if it was something
bigger?
Only recently, after a death in the family, I was
chosen as the inheritor of several familial documents.
Boxes upon boxes of evidence became a link to
my past. What was revealed to me was a lineage
rich with seafarers; generations of ship carpenters,
captains and sailors. What was more revealing was
a past speckled with dozens of ancestors who were
drowned or lost at sea.

fro m t h e s e r i e s :
D r o w n i n g is N o t s o Piti f u l
T h e Ca p tai n
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Kall i t y p e s o n h a n d k e r c h i e f s (at left)

My work focuses on the relationship between my fear
and my ancestors’ lived experiences. I’m interested in
the notion that one’s emotions and proclivities can be
predestined through their ancestry, whether through
Carl Jung’s theory of the collective unconscious or
genetically, as claimed by Jean-Baptiste Lamarck’s
theory of soft inheritance. I use these theories as
metaphors in my work, unraveling a narrative that
may leave more questions than answers.

R e p h o t o g ra p h e d i m a g e ( 4 x 5 f i l m ) , D i g i tal p r i n t

w i t h e va p orat e d s e a wat e r (above)
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Jessica Somers
In the midst of the American Victorian era, Hamilton
L. Smith received the patent for the tintype process
in February 1856. Suddenly the masses, not simply
the privileged few could participate in the ritual of
photographic portraiture. Tintypes were the first
photographs to be easily and economically produced
and widely disseminated. The tintype portrait, a
portable object to gaze upon and scrutinize, to
compare against the likenesses of others, became
a vehicle for measuring one’s value through the
replication of their own image.
Victorians placed importance on presenting the face
and body in a way that transparently and modestly
expressed the soul. Flaunting dramatic or contrived
facial expressions, dress and body language violated
societal standards. I recall family stories of my
Great-Aunt Helen, Victorian spinster who bathed in
her nightgown and would only get dressed in the
dark so to keep her propriety in tact. This practiced
way in which Victorians presented themselves was
now being imposed upon with a new practice, how
one might be seen and understood through their
photographic likeness. Within the singular dimension
of photographic portraiture a planned facial
expression, costume and posture were essential
in expressing the self. The restrictions placed on
physical appearance in order for the soul to shine
through were being replaced with the representation
of self-identity and worth through physical
appearance. Could this have been the beginning of
the contemporary culture of beauty in America?

With this practice, a cultural standard began. While
the specifics of these standards change with trends
and fashion, the fact that there is an expectation for
what is viable and attractive remains. I am acutely
aware of how these standards have affected me,
from my years as an awkward preteen, verbally and
physically harassed by children in the halls of school
for my appearance, into my adulthood where I shed
my awkwardness only to experience sexualization
and judgement from many of my peers, to the
present as I move into the protection of marriage
and age and find less scrutiny towards my presence.
In my self-portraits I perform for the camera much
like the Victorians did to expose the intimate details
of their personhood. My photographs elicit a
darkness from a place deep within my psyche. It is
fear, the anxiety of exposing myself to something
unknown. Perhaps the unknown is how I will
continue to be perceived as my body ages and
moves further away from a popularly accepted
standard of beauty, perhaps it is the fear of losing
my identity in the perceptions of others. Each
image I create is born from a manifestation of my
experiences being held to a cultural standard. I am
plunging into the depths of these manifestations
to find the mysterious and disregarded parts of
myself that I have internalized. There is a catharsis
in this examination and a personal release from the
standards that were put in motion long ago with the
democratization of photography.

se l f p o rt r ait
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MFA in Photography Faculty
Christopher James Director
christopherjames-studio.com
Christopher James is an internationally known artist and photographer
whose paintings and alternative process images have been exhibited in
galleries and museums in this country and abroad. His work has been
published and shown extensively, including exhibitions in The Museum
of Modern Art, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, The George Eastman
House, and the Philadelphia Museum of Art. The first two editions of his
book, The Book of Alternative Photographic Processes (Delmar Cengage,
NY), have received unprecedented critical acclaim and awards and
have become universally recognized as the definitive text in the genre
of alternative process photography and photographically integrated
media. A significantly expanded 850-page, 550-image, 3rd edition will
be published in 2013. Christopher, after 13 years at Harvard University,
is currently University Professor, and Director of the MFA in Photography
graduate program at The Art Institute of Boston at Lesley University where
he has taught for 23 years. He is also a painter, a graphic designer, and
a professional scuba diver.
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Sunanda Sanyal Graduate Studio Seminar Professor — Spring 2014
lesley.edu/faculty/sunanda-sanyal
Sunanda K Sanyal is originally from India and an Associate Professor
of Art History and Critical Studies at AIB since 1999, Sunanda is an art
historian, with an MFA in Visual Arts (painting and installation) from
UCSD (1990); an MFA in Art History from Ohio University (1993); and
a PhD in Art History from Emory University (2000). He is interested in
politics of representation and identity; representation and otherness;
contemporary artists from former colonies in global discourses. In 2008
and 2011, Sanyal produced and directed a two-part documentary film
entitled A Homecoming Spectacle, which explores the visual culture of
Durga Pujo, an annual religious/cultural festival held in West Bengal,
India. He is currently working on a book on South Asian artists living in
the United States.
Ben Sloat Graduate Studio Seminar Professor — Spring 2013
bensloat.com
Ben Sloat received a BA from the University of California, Berkeley (’99)
and an MFA from the Museum School/Tufts University (’05). Ben teaches
in the MFA in Photography and MFA in Visual Arts programs at the Art
Institute of Boston at Lesley University. He has lectured at RISD, SCAD,
Tufts, Mass Art, SMFA, UMass Boston, UC Berkeley, UC Santa Cruz,
Sun Yat Sen University, National Taipei University for the Arts, and the
SPE National Conference. Recent exhibitions include solo shows at NLH
Space in Copenhagen, Galerie Laroche/Joncas in Montreal, Steven Zevitas
Gallery in Boston, MMX in Berlin, 126 Gallery in Galway, Ireland, and
ACC Gallery in Taipei, Taiwan, as well as group shows at the Peabody
Essex Museum, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, and the Queens Museum.
He has written essays for Aperture and Exposure Magazine, and was a
2009 Faculty Fulbright Scholar to Taiwan.
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Bonnie Robinson Graduate Studio Seminar Professor — Fall 2012
Bonnie Robinson is Professor of Photography and Art History at the Art
Institute of Boston where she is also the Director of Exhibitions. After
graduate studies with Minor White at M.I.T. and receiving her MFA at
Rhode Island School of Design, she became Assistant to the Curator of
Photographs at the Fogg Art Museum and, later, Historical Consultant
in Photography to the Peabody Museum at Harvard University. Her
expertise is in Middle Eastern and East Asian 19th Century photography
with emphasis on the Beato Brothers and Japanese photographers of the
Meiji period. Her curatorial work includes over 50 exhibitions to date.
After having taken a hiatus from photography to pursue teaching and
curatorial work, she began to photograph again in Russia and Eastern
Europe, concentrating on sites associated with critical moments in history.
Her current project on the Great War has covered the Western and
Southern Fronts, and the Eastern Front and Turkey. Her past photographic
work has been exhibited at the Fogg Art Museum, Addison Gallery of
American Art, George Eastman House, and the Smithsonian Institution.
Robinson has taught on the faculties of Mass Art, RISD, Boston University,
and Brandeis University as well as the Art Institute of Boston.
Christine Collins Graduate Studio Seminar Professor — Spring 2013
christinemcollins.com
Christine Collins received her BA from Skidmore College and her MFA
from Massachusetts College of Art. In addition to the classes she teaches
at AIB, Christine has taught photography and foundation classes at The
Maine Photographic Workshops and Massachusetts College of Art. She has
exhibited at Massachusetts College of Art, Boston, MA; Storefront Artists
Space, Pittsfield, MA; The Maine Photographic Workshops, Rockport, ME;
East End Arts Council, Riverhead, NY; and 357 Gallery, Rockland, ME.
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Ziad H. Hamzeh Graduate Studio Seminar Professor — Fall 2013
Ziad is a multi-award winner director, producer, and writer. His latest
film Always Brando premiered at the Toronto International Film Festival
2011. Winner of Black Pearl award for Best producers at the Abu Dhabi
Film Festival 2011, The Jury prize at the Algerian Film Festival, and
the best picture at Alexandria Film Festival, Ziad’s film Woman earned
the Golden Palm Award from the Beverly Hills Film Festival. ¡Henry O!
garnered many awards including the audience choice award for Best
Documentary from the BHFF, The Accolades award for excellence in film,
and best of fest of Latin Cinema from Breckenridge Film Festival. Ziad’s
other work includes the AFI premier of The Letter: An American Town
and the “Somali Invasion”. The Letter garnered powerful reviews and
won numerous awards. Ziad’s award-winning feature film Shadow Glories
was called “Powerful and distinctive. A mature, accomplished work.
Shadow Glories is strong, stylish and uncompromising.” (Kevin Thomas,
La Times) In Los Angeles, Ziad created two extraordinary theatres: The
Open Fist Theatre and The Egyptian Arena. As artistic director of these
award-winning venues, Ziad brought to the LA theatre community many
prestigious international names. Among the numerous artists Ziad has
mentored and empowered are: Burr Steers (Charlie St. Cloud, 17 Again,
Igby goes Down) Tony Spiridakis (The Last Word, Queens Logic) Dalene
Young (Cross Creek, Pale Rider Pale Horse, Little Darlings) Juan Carlos
Valdivia (Southern District, Jonah and The Pink Whale, American Visa).

MFA in Photography Visiting Artist Faculty
Luis González Palma MFA Visiting Artist — Fall 2012
gonzalezpalma.com
Born in Guatemala in 1957, Palma currently lives and works in Córdoba,
Argentina. Among his personal exhibitions can be noted: the Art Institute
of Chicago; the Lannan Foundation, Santa Fe; the Australian Centre for
Photography; Palacio de Bellas Artes of México; the Royal Festival Hall in
London; Palazzo Ducale di Genova; Museos MACRO and Castagnino de
Rosario. He has also exhibited in photographic festivals such as Photofest,
Bratislava, Les Rencontres de Arles, PhotoEspaña, among others.
He has participated in collective shows including the 49th and 51st Biennale
di Venezia, Fotobienal de Vigo, XXIII Bienal de Sao Paulo, Brazil, V Bienal
de la Habana; the Ludwig Forum for International Kunst in Aachen; The
Taipei Art Museum, Museo de Bellas Artes; Foundation Daros; Palacio
del Conde Duque; and the Fargfabriken in Stockholm, Sweden.
His work is included in various public and private collections including the
Art Institute of Chicago, the Daros Fundation, La Maison European de la
Photographie, the Houston Museum of Fine Arts, la Fundation pour l’Art
Contermporain, la Fondazione Volume!, La Biblioteca Luis Angel Arango,
the Fogg Museum at Harvard University, the Minneapolis Institute of Art,
and the Kiyosato Museum of Photographic Arts.
He received the Grand Prize Photo España “Baume et Mercier” in 1999
and collaborated in the staging of Death and the Maiden in the Opera of
Malmö, Sweden in 2008. He has three monographs of his work published
including Poems of Sorrow, and El silencio de la Mirada.
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Keith Carter MFA Visiting Artist — Fall 2012
keithcarterphotographs.com

Lyle Rexer MFA Visiting Artist / Scholar / Author — Spring 2013
lylerexer.com

Keith Carter holds the Endowed Walles Chair of Art at Lamar University
in Beaumont, Texas. He is the recipient of the Texas Medal of Arts, the
Lange-Taylor Prize from the Center for Documentary Studies at Duke
University, and the Regent’s Professor Award from the Texas State University
System. His work has been shown in over 100 solo exhibitions in thirteen
countries. He is the author of eleven books: Fireflies, A Certain Alchemy,
Opera Nuda, Ezekiel’s Horse, Holding Venus, Bones, Mojo, Keith Carter
Photographs: Twenty-Five Years, Heaven of Animals, The Blue Man,
and From Uncertain to Blue. A DVD documentary of his work titled The
Photographer’s Series: Keith Carter was produced by Anthropy Arts. Carter’s
work is included in numerous private and public collections, including the
National Portrait Gallery, Art Institute of Chicago, San Francisco Museum
of Modern Art, J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, Museum of Fine Arts,
Houston, George Eastman House, Smithsonian American Art Museum,
and the Wittliff Collections at Texas State University.

Lyle Rexer was born in 1951. He was educated at the University of
Michigan, Columbia University, and Oxford University, which he attended
as a Rhodes Scholar. He is the author of several books, including
Photography’s Antiquarian Avant-Garde: The New Wave in Old Processes
(2002); Jonathan Lerman: The Drawings of an Artist with Autism (2002);
How to Look at Outsider Art (2005); and The Edge of Vision: The Rise of
Abstraction in Photography (2009). He has published many catalogue
essays dealing with contemporary artists and collections and contributes
regularly to The New York Times, Art in America, Modern Painters,
Aperture, Metropolis, Parkett, and Raw Vision.

Dan Estabrook MFA Visiting Artist — Fall 2011 /
Thesis Seminar Visiting Artist — 2013
danestabrook.com
For over twenty years Dan Estabrook has been making contemporary
art using a variety of 19th-century photographic techniques. Recently
he has focused on the earliest paper photographs — calotype negatives
and salted paper prints — as sources for hand manipulation with paint
and pencil. He balances his interests in photography with forays into
sculpture, painting, drawing, and other works on paper.

As a curator, he has organized exhibitions in the United States and
internationally. Lyle Rexer teaches at the School of Visual Arts in New
York City and is a columnist for Photograph magazine.
Holly Roberts MFA Visiting Artist — Spring 2013
hollyrobertsstudio.com
Holly Roberts received her BA from the University of New Mexico and an
MFA from Arizona State University. A two time recipient of the National
Endowment for the Arts award, she has had numerous solo and group
exhibitions including those at SF MOMA, the Museum of Contemporary
Photography in Chicago, and the Los Angeles County Museum of Art.
Her work is in many important collections including LA MoCA, The Art
Institute of Chicago, Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, and the Center for
Creative Photography in Tucson.

Dan has exhibited widely and has received several awards, including an
Artist’s Fellowship from the National Endowment of the Arts in 1994.
He is also the subject of a recent documentary by Anthropy Arts. He is
represented by the Catherine Edelman Gallery in Chicago, Daniel Cooney
Fine Art in New York and Jackson Fine Art in Atlanta. He lives and works
in Brooklyn, New York.
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John Stilgoe MFA Visiting Artist / Scholar / Author — Fall 2013
people.fas.harvard.edu/~stilgoe

Roy Flukinger MFA Visiting Artist / Scholar / Curator — Spring 2014
utexas.edu/opa/experts/profile.php?id=122

John Stilgoe is the author of many books and has taught at Harvard University
since 1977. As Orchard Professor in the History of Landscape, he divides his
time equally between the Department of Visual & Environmental Studies
in the Faculty of Arts and Sciences and the Department of Landscape
Architecture in the Graduate School of Design. His courses focus on
learning to see acutely (and sometimes serendipitously): the ordinary
built environment forms his core subject. He directs undergraduate and
graduate theses that reflect the interests of individual students.

As Senior Curator of Photography & Film at the Harry Ransom Humanities
Research Center, Roy Flukinger is currently in charge of the development,
administration, and application of the collections. He has and continues
to lecture and publish extensively in such fields as: regional, cultural and
contemporary photography, the history of art and photography, and film.
He has produced nearly fifty exhibitions ranging from classical photo history
to contemporary photography, and from photographers’ retrospectives
to American/regional/Texas photography. He serves as juror, reviewer,
and evaluator for contemporary photographic events, institutions and
support organizations, as well as finds and develops acquisitions for the
HRHRC Photography & Film Department. Roy serves as liaison for the
Department with fellow professionals worldwide throughout the fields
of Photography & Film.

The author of many books, he has emphasized image making, in
Landscape and Images, and extrapolating the future of parts of the built
environment, in Train Time: Railroads and the Imminent Reshaping of the
United States Landscape. He has a book in press on the intersections of
post-1920 glamour photography, camera types, and fantasy imagery. A
Fellow of the Society of American Historians and the winner of the Francis
Parkman Medal, the George Hinton Prize, the Bradford Williams Medal,
and other awards, he is a determined film photographer.
Susan Bright MFA Visiting Artist / Scholar / Author — Spring 2014
susanbright.net
Susan Bright is a curator and writer based in New York. She was formally
Assistant Curator of Photographs at the National Portrait Gallery (London),
Curator at the Association of Photographers and Acting Director for
the MA at Sotheby’s Institute of Art in London. Her previous exhibitions
include: Something Out of Nothing (Fotogalleriet, Oslo), How We
Are: Photographing Britain (co-curated with Val Williams; Tate Britain,
London) and Face of Fashion (National Portrait Gallery, London). She is
the author of Art Photography Now and Auto Focus—The Self Portrait
in Contemporary Photography, both published by Thames and Hudson.
She is currently a PhD candidate at Goldsmiths College (University of
London) pursuing a PhD in Curating.
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Vicki Goldberg MFA Visiting Artist / Author — Fall 2012
vickigoldberg.com
Vicki Goldberg is one of the leading voices in the field of photography
criticism, having written for The New York Times for thirteen years,
and has published several books and the texts for more than twenty
photographic monographs. Her books The Power of Photography: How
Photographs Changed Our Lives and Margaret Bourke-White: A Biography
were each named one of the Best Books of the Year by the American
Library Association, and the anthology she edited, Photography in Print:
Writings from 1816 to the Present, was cited in the Wall Street Journal
as one of the five best books ever written on photography. Her most
recent book is The White House: The President’s Home in Photographs
and History. She has received numerous awards for writing, including the
International Center of Photography’s Infinity Award, the Royal Society’s
Dudley Johnston Award, and the Long Chen Cup (China). Vicki, who has
taught courses at the Institute of Fine Arts in New York, the Centro de
la Imagen in Mexico City, and RISD, lectures internationally and writes
on photography for various magazines.
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David Hilliard Visiting Artist — Fall 2013
davidhilliard.com
David Hilliard creates large-scale multi-paneled color photographs, often
based on his life or the lives of people around him. David received his BFA
from the Massachusetts College of Art and MFA from the Yale University
School of Art. He worked for many years as an assistant professor at
Yale University. He currently teaches at the Massachusetts College of Art
& Design. David Hilliard exhibits nationally and internationally and has
won numerous awards including the Fulbright and Guggenheim. His
photographs can be found in the collections of the Whitney Museum of
American art in New York, the Museum of Fine Arts Boston, the Museum
of Contemporary Art in Los Angeles and the Philadelphia Museum of Art.
His work is represented by the Yancey Richardson Gallery in New York,
Carroll and Sons Gallery in Boston. In 2005 a collection of his photographs
was published in a monograph by Aperture Press.
Matt Saunders Visiting Artist — Fall 2014
decordova.org/matt-saunders
ves.fas.harvard.edu/saunders.html
Matt Saunders’ works cross boundaries between paintings, photographs,
and animated films. Recent one-person exhibitions include those at Tate
Liverpool, Marian Goodman Gallery, The Renaissance Society in Chicago
and Harris Lieberman Gallery in New York. His work has been seen in
group exhibitions at the DeCordova Biennial, the Sharjah Biennial, San
Francisco Museum of Modern Art, Deutsche Guggenheim, Aspen Art
Museum, and can be found in the collections of MoMA, SFMoMA, the
Guggenheim, the Whitney, UCLA Hammer, and the Harvard Art Museums.
Saunders earned his AB from the department of Visual and Environmental
Studies at Harvard in 1997, and his MFA from Yale in 2002. Since then
he has been primarily living and working in Berlin. As a writer, Saunders
is an occasional contributor to Artforum and Texte zur Kunst, among
others. From 2007 to 2008 he collaborated with Katarina Burin, Philipp
Ekardt, Heike Föll, and Jan Kedves on a project series and exhibition space
— the “Institut im Glaspavillon” — on Rosa-Luxemburg-Platz in Berlin.
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